
Curriculum Night PTA Announcements 
 
The Northwood Elementary 2017-18 PTA is looking forward to membership numbers increasing 
to ensure that we meet our goal for membership.  The strength of our PTA relies on 
membership numbers.  We ask that you sign up to be a part of our school directory and may be 
involved in the fun and educational events that the PTA provides throughout the school year! 
Please visit our PTA Membership table this evening to join and work with us to meet our 
membership goal! 
 
We have many opportunities for volunteering every year and this year will be no exception.  It 
takes many volunteers to provide the events to students and families that the PTA Chairs 
organize.  Please consider signing up to volunteer!   Increasingly, a lot of work falls on the 
shoulders of the same group of people. We invite, encourage and welcome new involvement 
and fresh ideas and just a few hours will provide all of us the opportunity to involve ourselves 
and our ideas into the events we host.  By giving the school, PTA, and your child just a few 
hours of your time, you can help SO MUCH!  
 
Each year our Northwood Room Parents assist their students’ teachers in their classrooms and 
communicate effectively with other parents.  The form for you to become a Room Parent is 
available for you this evening.  Please sign up for the class you are interested in providing 
assistance and work as a liaison with parents.  It is a great opportunity to get to work with 
students, teachers, and parents in our ROSD Community of Excellence at Northwood! 
 
The list of volunteering opportunities have been provided for you to indicate volunteer 
opportunities of interest to you.  It is not an obligation to volunteer for the events you check off, 
but you will be on our list to ask as the event date approaches.  Please check off all events that 
you are interested in attending and volunteering.  We appreciate it greatly and our students love 
to see their parents involved! 
 
There are open positions on the PTA that we need to fill to ensure we may provide all of our 
annual initiatives and events.  The remaining open positions are: Field Day Chair (event in 
May/June), Social Media Chair (posting to Facebook), and the Disability Workshop.  Please 
strongly consider each of these opportunities and contact Lynn Johnson at 
lynnmichelejohnson@att.net or kristiannakelly77@gmail.com to learn more and/or to sign up. 
We look forward to our new members, volunteers, and ideas!  Thank you! 
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